Unlock Real-time Actionable Insights in Your SAP Data with Qlik® End-to-End Solutions

Qlik Solutions for SAP Data

The Data-Value Gap

Business success depends on your ability to make real-time decisions for competitive advantage, to anticipate market changes, and to efficiently deliver products and services. But most organizations struggle to make actionable data insights available, let alone turn it into business value. Customers with legacy systems, which store valuable data, are facing a need for data modernization.

Leverage Your SAP Data to Unlock Value

One of the reasons the data-value gap exists is that the current data architectures limit the flexibility and agility demanded by fast-evolving digital business requirements. What’s needed are solutions built on Intelligent Data Analytic Pipelines that can streamline the way organizations source, integrate, and provision actionable governed data. SAP data is at the core of most organization's operations, and Qlik Solutions for SAP data can help organizations unlock the value.

Real time
Immediately provide data updates and business decisions

Cloud native
Efficiently store data that is accessible from anywhere, anytime

Agile
Quickly react and respond to new business requirements

Actionable
Empowers all your users — technologists or lines of business, expert and novice — to take action with data
Qlik Solutions for SAP Data

Accelerate the ROI of your data modernization efforts. Qlik’s solution and accelerators* include:

Order-to-Cash Analytics
Gain real-time visibility into your sales orders, fulfillment, and accounts receivables performance

Finance Analytics
Optimize financials data reporting, and gain new insights into your P&L, financial risk, and profitability

Inventory Analytics
Improve your planning and inventory management, costs, and utilization for increased efficiencies

Benefits
Potential benefits of Qlik SAP Solutions:

- Blueprint of how to modernize data architectures and intelligent data analytics pipelines
- Faster time to value from solution pre-built accelerators*
- Decrease in infrastructure and data integration costs
- Gains in business efficiencies in areas like working capital, sales order fulfillment, inventories, and more

To learn more about how Qlik can maximize the value of your SAP data, visit qlik.com.

About Qlik
Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, where everyone can use data and analytics to improve decision-making and solve their most challenging problems. Qlik provides an end-to-end, real-time data integration and analytics cloud platform to close the gaps between data, insights and action. By transforming data into Active Intelligence, businesses can drive better decisions, improve revenue and profitability, and optimize customer relationships. Qlik does business in more than 100 countries and serves over 50,000 customers around the world.
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*application templates to kick start projects but not production ready or turnkey